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Though the cruthor roqms the
world with only c kncrpscck,
he linds room in it for crn
ingenious kit with gecrr lor
bcss, sclmon, or tigerfish

Two-piece

I
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the past two years I've been lucky enough to
J\uring
| | travel 20,000 miles on three continents at a cost in
J-J
fares of a little under $45. En route I fished whenever
circumstances permitted-and
sometimes when they didn't.
Moving about so much with such limited funds, the only
reason I was able to do any satisfactory fishing at all was
that I had assembled a special kit of fishing gear. With this
tiny bundle of travel tackle, I caught salmon, trout, grayling,
pike, bass, tigerfish, tilapia, rudd, flounder, cod, mackerel,
and a small sand shark.
Take the trout alone: I've landed rainbows from Africa
streams that were fed by glaciers spanning the equator; I
poached brownies from the English River Dove near lzaac
Walton's fishing temple, and I took 20-pound lakers in
Canada. I mention this to show that my fishing tackle and
ideas about it have been subjected to a wide variety of practical tests.
I was born in Cardiff, Wales, and educated in England.
But after World War II, in which f served as a captain with
the Royal Marine Commandos, I set out to prowl the globe.
Since then I've been a writer, laborer, farmer, salesman,
prospector, and hotel caretaker. Traveling, I have worked
my passag:e,thumbed rides, and made various arrangements
to get from place to place for little or no money. For example: To get to Vancouver, British Columbia, where I now
live, I contracted to drive new cars to delivery points that
leapfrogged me from Toronto to the Pacific coast.
But please don't imagine that because you have no intention of hitch-hiking from Timbuctu to Bulawayo that
travel tackle holds no interest for you. If you're one of the
must-fish
when
hundreds of thousands who like to-or
they get half a chance, you could do worse than consider
the matter.
if you always travel by car it's easy enough to pack
flrue,
I a few rods. But it isn't always politic to decorate your
car with fishing tackle on a business trip. If you travel by
air, or if you've ever roughed it to some remote lake with
your tackle on horses, mules, or your own back, you won't
need further convincing.
Just consider how few one-piece rods are made and you'll
appreciate that not many people can ignore portability of
tackle. I had to face up to it as a major issue, and as a
result have built up, by trial and error, a compact and cosmopolitan outfit that foots the bill most places. It's not
static of coursei no doubt it will go on changing for as long
as I travel. But in essence it seems to have reached a satisfactory balance.
I once owned a dozen rods. My store of reels overflowed

gaff

lands

fish

played

from

chasm-bridging

log

from the large creel reserved for them, and the rest of my
tackle filled a cabin trunk. When my feet got itchy and I
sold the bulk of my standard tackle, I started anew with the
rod problem. I'm no purist, but if I can catch fish on a fly,
that's the system I use. So I had to have a fly rod.
I also needed an outfit to handle baits and hardware lures
-and the only gear that will take you everywhere is spin'
ning tackle. Frankly, I am not too fond of spinning gear.
I used it in Europe before World War II, when it was already
popular over there, but because I was losing too much of the
fun of playing fis;h, I put it aside for all but special conditions in favor of American-type casting tackle. For universal
use, though, I have to admit spinning is the only thing.
So I committed myself to one fly rod and one spinning rod.
I one-piece rod is the ideal, for every ferrule adds weiEht
-fL and detracts from the action. But my requirements
ruled out anything that wouldn't break down to short
lengths. I was in England when a lot of my thinking came
to a head, so I went to Ogden Smith's rod shop in London.
"I want you to build me an impossible rod," I said.
They prepared to listen, determination already in theil
eyes.
I took a deep breath. "I want," I said, "a built-cane trout
fly rod that witl break down to 2O-inch lengths. The handle
must be reversible, each end having a different size of female
ferrule so the bottom section can be left out to make a
shcirter rod. I'd like an easy, wet-fly action in the long verwould be about eight feet, seven inches-and a
sion-which
dry-fly action when the bottom section is removed to give
a seven-foot rod. I want all-metal guides to prevent breakage, and antiflash finish on the varnish. The rod must be
able to. stand up to incessant traveling, any climate, and
salmon if necessary." I paused and added, "It should not
weigh rnore than, say, 5rl ounces."
The men at Ogden Smith's brought their collective eyebrows down ofr the ceiling and went into a huddle.
Two days later we had it all planned. The rod would break
down to five pieces in addition to the reversible handle. It
would be double-built for extra lightness and strength (not
to mention expense.) The craftsmen weren't sure about the
weight, but they would do their best. At one stage I suggested a short spare tip to convert the rod for light spinning.
it would ruin the fly rod and not
They flatly refused-said
be satisfactory for spinning. I think they were right.
When it came to the question of cost, I looked round to
make sure my bank manager was nowhere near, then nodded faintly.
The rod arrived

a month

later.
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morning as \\ze took on ice for the
homeward jourr.ey.
'.1Didyou have.any luck
in the river ?,,
116inquired,-sd'untering up to the car.
With gJfat we thought was pardonable p2ide we showed him the big rainbow'and the six smaller ones. He gazed
at them and nodded.
"Yep," he commented, "pr€tty good,
but it's too bad you Q.idn't go to Big-.Diamond. They get'€m there up topid
pounds."
-+dt no

TRAVEL TACKLE
(continued tront pnge 53)
u'as a honey. The 8'7" version rveighed
5% ounces; otherwise all my specifications were met.
The dry-fly
version,
$'eighing a shade over four ounces, had
a better action than my old two-piece.
There was a spare tip, too. Because of
past contacts, I got a discount on the
rod. Otherwise it would have cost nearly $100.
Within
a year that rod landed rainbows, brtu.ns, cutthroats, grayling, and
a. fresh-run 15-pound steelhead.
The makers
w'ould be interested
in
the rod's pelformance
$'ith that steelhead. I was then on the Indian River in
British Columbia. The rvinter steelhead
run was late, the locals told me. When
the first fish showed, a month overdue,
the snow lay three feet deep on the
banks of the little river. The mountains
stood white, silent, unthau'ing-holding
the water dou'n below summer
levgl.
Marble-size
pebbles showed clearly in
10 feet of water.
I started my steelhead fishing with
glass spinning rod a
the "unbreakable"
Vancouver, British Columbia, firm had
made to my travel-tackle
specifications.
I selected the hollow-glass
blank from
stock and had them rvork it into four
sections that formed a six-foot rod. It
was an inexpensive pole (912) and a
good one, bnt early in the steelhead run
I slammed
a heavy door on it and
learned that "unbreakable"
is a relative
t.erm.
I had no complaint, however, for the
spinning rod had served me u'ell. What
hurt was that I couldn't repair or replace it immediately,
what with no boat
due up the inlet for another two days
and the nearest road 15 miles away.
That left the fly rod. Not without
misg'ivings, I fitted the seven-foot dryfly version with the spinning reel and
four-pound
nylon and rowed up the
river. I'd have used a four-pound
leader anyway, for I'd lealned that in the
clear water
the fish were scared by
heavier-and
anything
by sinkers
or
any kind of lure. Two miles upriver I
knotted a sing'le No. 12 hook direct to
the line, pinched a tiny lead shot immediately above it, and threaded a latge
worm.
When the steelhead took, the little
bamboo rod bent double. But when the
gatr bit in 15 minutes
latel
the rod
straightened
in a way that rvould have
joy to Ogden Smith's craftsbrought
men.
Remember
that I specified antiflash
varnish for my fly rod. I Iearned that

I lesson on a streanl in Southern Rhodesia known locally as the Matenderere.
Its waters are clearer than any I know,
and its big brorvn trout more wary. One
glimpse of you as you creep along the
steep face of the banks, and they are
gone. My first day on the river, they
rvere glimpsing
me and going most of
the time.
All
afternoon
native
the assistant
commissioner
and I leapfrogged
our
u'ay upstream
under the glaring
sun.
Tc my surprise, I found it easy to avoid
rvalkipg too close to him and so putting
dor,,'n 'his
fish. Because of the high
banks I ralely saw him, but I had only
to wait a few moments to see the flash
of his varnished rod when he cast or
moved about.
As we strolled back to the car at
night I mentioned the way I had been
able to steer cleal of him.
He grinned and nodded up at my rod.
"I was doing just the same," he said.
No dor-rbt both of us had been spooking those big brown
trout
with
our
g:lossy rods. That was before I ordered
my new fly rod with an antiflash finish.
But there were other travel-tackle
problems
more vital than varnishing.
I had decided on a 20-inch breakdown
for the trvo rods-partly
because it fit
iu rvith the over-all lengths I had in
mind, partly because of the size of my
packsack and the averag:e suitcase. The
fly rod aruived fitting
snugly into its
aluminum
case. But storing
or even
carrying-a
bamboo rod in an aluminum case is likely to be troublesome in
country that's very hot or humid. Fiber
cases ale better on this score, but I
doubted
their
Finally
toughness.
I
drilled half-inch holes in the aluminum
case for
ventilation-four
staggered
rows with the holes at four-inch intervals. They seem to have done the trick.

spinning rod, being tough and inflhe
I expensive. has to travel in a cloth
case. But I do take one precaution
in
carrying it. I was at Great Slave Lake,
a part of Canada famed for its extraordinary
expanses of uninhabited
rock,
water, and muskie, when I rigged up my
spinning
tackle and found the large
butt guide battered.
The pressure in
the packsack had been too much for it.
By the time a replacement
arrived
seven'*'eeks later, I had resolved to detach the big guide when packing the rod
and carry it in a tough container.
Now
the butt guide travels in a little jar with
an assortment of wobbling lures. Scotch
tape flts the guide neatly and quickly
to the rod-and
a roll of such tape
should be in every flsherman's
haversack.
There was no question, of course, of
having special reels built for my travel
tackle, only of selecting the right ones.
For a long time I used an old German
fly-rod
reel rvith multiplying
action.
When I lost it not long ago I bought an
American
reel with multiplying
action.
It's a bit flashy and hasn't yet been
fully
tested, but it is light
enough
-71i
ounces rvhen filled with line.
With the spinning rod, I first went on
using my small prewar
English
spinning reel built to handle lines up to six
pounds. But aftel I had been played for
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watch for delicate response
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automatic anti-reversefor
thrilling casting ease.
Maroon with gold finish
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Great new boat fishinq convehience, SO
simple to use! Attach to boat, raise hinged
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!n place, holding rod securely against pult ot
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$3.95 At your dealer'i or order drrect vith
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half an hour by a summer steelhead f
began to look around. Eventually
f
bought an ftalian spinning reel. It was
neither cheap ($40 in Canada) nor light
(14 ounces), but it meets all my requirements. It's built like a RollsRoyce and has already stood more than
its fair share of hard knocks.
This reel is noncorrosive throughout,
handles lines of at least 11-pound-test
without trouble, folds neatly, and is finished in a subdued, nonflashing blue.
The tension is sensitive, easily adjusted,
and completely built-in, so that to
change spools you don't need a third
hand to catch a shower of springs and
washers. I now carry only two spools11-pound nylon on one, four-pound on
the other-but
am considering adding
an intermediate third.
As for accessories, the question !s
what to leave out. Try as I may, I've
never managed to get my flies down to
less than two overcrowded boxes, one
for dry flies, one for wet. And I have to
admit they often overflow and need constant pruning.
Lures also present a problem. I carry
a. basic supply of spoons, wobbling
plugs, and spinners and add to them as
local conditions demand. It's surprising
how often I get by with only the old
favorites.
I pack small fly-rod spoons, loose
hooks, swivels, and links in little plastic
containers. For leaders I have enclosed
plastic spools of nylon in every size
from 10-pound-test to two. I keep a
small tin of split-shot sinkers and a few
pieces of lead sheet that I can bend,
hammer, and break into any shape or
size to suit conditions.
To round the kit off, f carry a ga^ff
that unscrews at the hook and leaves a
handle just 20 inches long and weighing
four ounces. My landing net, which I
sometimes consider ditching, is of the
tvro-arm folding type and rather heavy
(1274 ounces.) It too measures only 20
inches when folded, but has lifted fourpound trout from white water with no
more than a minor panic. It often
comes in handy.
T don't pretend to be a sea fisherman,
I but I get the urge to fish when I flnd
myself beside salt water. Despite the
spread of education, the light-tackle
rnan is still liable to be laughed at when
he sets up his rod by the sea. AII I can
say is that I've landed cod and flounder
with my spinning tackle. I'd like to be
able to say that I also used it to catch
the small sand shark I mentioned
earlier. ( It was an Indian Ocean sand
shark-one of those gaping faces with
a small body tagging along behind.)
But I got it with a borrowed hickory
rod. There are limits to what my travel
tackle wiII do.
But there's no denying that my gear
is portable. Few of the people who have
helped me hitch-hike through many
countries realized that two comprehensive fishing outfits lay a.t the bottom of
my rucksack. And if you're working
your passage you can hardly appear
festooned with rods and allied sporting
equipment. Imagine how popular I
should have been had I arrived like a
Christmas tree at the plane on which I
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crossed the Atlantic f|ee by helping
handle its load of Herefold cattle.
Of course, I'm sometimes accused of
carrying poacher"s tackle-mostly
in
countries where there is extensive private fishing--and I have already admitted that I poached Walton's trout
from the Dove in England. But it
\\'asn't actually as bad as it sounds, and
it happened back rt'hen I was still using
standard tackle.
f vuas rambling around Britain in an
old station wagon, sleeping nights in
the back-this being in the days before
I started to travel and economize in
earnest. While parked on the banks of
the River Dove, I met the woman water-bailiff (fish-warden).
She graciously guided me to the fishing temple that Walton and Charles
Cotton used 300 years ago, and in general \\re got on fine. But she worked too
hald. From early morning to almost
dar"k she was up and down the river',
cutting back the vegetation, improving
the banks, and generally keeping an eye
on things. Including me.
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course, the idea of catching some
fif
of fzaac's trout fascinated me. One
V
evening I slipped down to the river,
just after the water-bailiff had gone
home. Mind you, I played fair. I fished
dry flies and returned the few fish I
caught.
But walking back across the fields I
ran into tlouble. My two-piece rod was
nearly four feet long when taken down.
I carried it at the ready-ready to drop
j it into the grass at the slightest sign of
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Twice I acted on false alarms, but
the thild time there could be no doubt:
somebody was moving toward me
through the darkness, breathing heavily. I dropped the rod in the high grass
and swung ofi at an ang'le. Then I
turned for a furtive look at my pur.suer.
and suddenly felt very foolish. It was a
cow, follovving me curiously. When I
stopped, the cow took fright and bolted
right over the place where I had
dropped my rod.
Feverishly I felt in the long grass,
hoping against hope. But even before
I held the rod up to the sky and saw
the outline I knew from the way it felt
that all rvas lost.
Many times since I bought my traveltackle fly rod, I've thought how much
nore conlfortable that walk back to the
car rvould have been with a mere 20
inches of rod nestled up one sleeve. But
I admit justice rvas done.
Now, I'm not sugg:esting that you
should think evil thoughts when you
consider this mattet' of colrlpact, portable tackle. Nor am I suggesting that
you should take unorthodox routes
across the Atlantic or stal't hitch-hiking
tomorlow for' Tierra del Fuego.
But next time you flnd yourself with
an unexpected hour to spare near a
rivel in perfect trim-as
rivers always
are on such occasions-your
friends
will no doubt say as usual, "If only
rve'd brought our tackle!" Wouldn't it
be satisfying to watch his face if you
could leach for your week-end case,
snap it open, take out your rod and say:
"WelI, rvhat are we \\'aiting'for?" THEEND
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